PRODUCTIVITY STARTS HERE!
Truck and Trailer Accessories for Flatbed, Dump, Agriculture, and Refuse Products.
Flatbed Products

Our Newest Innovation

You can now access our website from any device from mobile to tablet to TV to computer, seamlessly. Whether you are in the market for a tarp system, dump liner, or accessories for your flatbed, log on to our newly designed website at www.aeroindustries.com for a complete listing of our product offerings.

- **Sleek New Design**
  View all pages to check out our polished design update.

- **Interactive Hotspots**
  Hover to get a quick, detailed look at product features.

- **Resource Library**
  Access a variety of videos, photos, brochures, and manuals.

- **Easier to Get in Touch**
  Send us questions or comments without leaving the page.

- **Newsletter Signup**
  Signup now available to receive our new email updates.

- **Mobile Access**
  Visit us from any device, our site is tailored to fit your screen.

- **Improved Tab Feature**
  Click on the tabs to get more info on available options.

Our innovative truck and trailer accessories help make you more productive while ensuring safety. Our quality and commitment to advanced ingenuity have made us a progressive leader in the transportation industry.

**Engineering & Product Development**
- Design
- 3D Modeling
- Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
- Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
- Internal and Third-Party Testing

**Additional Disciplines & Practices**
- Inside and Outside Sales
- Customer Service - Service and Warranty
- Information Technology
- Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
- Order/Invoice Processing
- Accounts Receivable/Payable
- Human Resources
- Intellectual Property Creation and Management
- Procurement
- Project Management

**Transportation Markets Served**
- Commercial Heavy Duty
- Military

Call us at 1-800-535-9545 or visit us at Aeroindustries.com.

**DOT-Rated DuraLite® Bulkheads**

Protect yourself and your load with these DOT-rated bulkheads in 10” or 22” turn back, robot-welded for strength and durability.

**CONESTOGA XL® Side Kit**

This interlocking side panel and stake kit is so easy to use, a single person can transform your flatbed into a covered trailer without limiting the room for hauling.

**CONESTOGA XD® Tarp System Innovations Since 1944**

The drop deck system opens from the top deck or lower deck, with a lock at the drop for stability. A double track system allows for a smooth transition onto the bottom deck.

**CONESTOGA® 1LD Side Kit**

This system fully transitions to the top deck of your truck, with a double track system for a smooth transition onto the top deck.

**Sleeker New Design**

View all pages to check out our polished design update.

**Easier to Get in Touch**

Send us questions or comments without leaving the page.

**Resource Library**

Access a variety of videos, photos, brochures, and manuals.

**Interactive Hotspots**

Hover to get a quick, detailed look at product features.

**Newsletter Signup**

Signup now available to receive our new email updates.

**Mobile Access**

Visit us from any device, our site is tailored to fit your screen.

**Improved Tab Feature**

Click on the tabs to get more info on available options.

**Our Newest Innovation**

You can now access our website from any device from mobile to tablet to TV to computer, seamlessly. Whether you are in the market for a tarp system, dump liner, or accessories for your flatbed, log on to our newly designed website at www.aeroindustries.com for a complete listing of our product offerings.

- **Sleek New Design**
  View all pages to check out our polished design update.

- **Interactive Hotspots**
  Hover to get a quick, detailed look at product features.

- **Resource Library**
  Access a variety of videos, photos, brochures, and manuals.

- **Easier to Get in Touch**
  Send us questions or comments without leaving the page.

- **Newsletter Signup**
  Signup now available to receive our new email updates.

- **Mobile Access**
  Visit us from any device, our site is tailored to fit your screen.

- **Improved Tab Feature**
  Click on the tabs to get more info on available options.
Dump Products

The best-selling, front-to-back tarp system is available in electric and manual, with numerous spring and tarp options.

**Easy Pull**
Economical and easy-to-use, this manual tarp system gives you the same durability and quality as others, in an economical product.

**Roll-N-Pull**
The Roll-N-Pull is Aero Industries’ standard, manual dump truck front-to-back tarp system. This dump truck tarp system is available in two models to best fit your needs.

**Kwik-Lock™**
The Kwik-Lock™ side-to-side roll tarp system allows you to secure your load quickly and easily from the ground.

**PowerLock™**
With just the flip of a switch the PowerLock™ electric side-to-side roll tarp can cover your trailer automatically.

**Crank & Go 3**
Now tarping is no trouble at all! With the Crank-N-Go™ tarp system, you’re covered in seconds—with no climbing, no ropes to tie down, no hassles.

**LavaSlide**
Made from virgin UHMW-PE, LavaSlide is our most durable and protective liner that features our best sliding surface. This liner is perfect for hauling hot asphalt.

**EASYCOVER**
This best-selling, front-to-back tarp system is available in electric and manual, with numerous spring and tarp options.

**LANDSLIDE**
Made from virgin UHMW-PE, LavaSlide is our most durable and protective liner that features our best sliding surface. This liner is perfect for hauling hot asphalt.

**Refuse Products**

The industry’s strongest refuse flip tarp system, which is fully adjustable to different widths and lengths for ease of use and security.

**Refuse Roll Tarps**
Uncover your trailer in a matter of minutes with the use of the side-to-side tarp system, which can be opened with the use of a front or rear crank.

**Agriculture Products**

The Kwik-Lock™ manual side-to-side roll tarp system allows you to secure your load quickly and easily from the ground.

**PowerLock™**
With just the flip of a switch the PowerLock™ electric side-to-side roll tarp can cover your trailer automatically.

**An automated electric over hydraulic pump system for hopper doors.**

**Kwik-Trap**
An automated electric over hydraulic pump system for hopper doors.

**Roll-N-Pull**
The Roll-N-Pull is Aero Industries’ standard, manual dump truck front-to-back tarp system. This dump truck tarp system is available in two models to best fit your needs.
Rolling Tarp System

Say Goodbye to Throwing Tarps.

- **Saves Time and Money**
  A full load can be covered in seconds. That saves time, and time is money.

- **Low Maintenance**
  The Conestoga® XP™ is practically maintenance-free.

- **Quick Operation**
  The single motion, over-center front and rear locks provide a fast solution to open and close the tarp.

- **All-weather Protection**
  Protects from the elements, completely protecting valuable loads.

- **Attractive Appearance**
  The panelized tarp gives an attractive tight look, highlighted by the sleek front bulkhead.

- **Loads Easily**
  Tarp quickly slides and locks into any position for easy loading and unloading.

- **Increased Safety**
  The entire system is operated from the ground, no need to climb onto the trailer.

- **Continuous Advertising**
  Digital or custom painted graphics can be placed on the tarp, providing permanent advertising space.

- **Versatile and Protective Features**
  Complete Access to the Load
  - System collapses at any part of the trailer.
  - 30” wide front and rear cars and 10” wide intermediate cars provide stability and optimal rolling capabilities.

- **Load & Go**
  The Conestoga XP can transform your flatbed into a fully covered, weatherproof van in seconds.

To learn more about Aero’s Conestoga XP and watch videos of it in action, visit www.aeroindustries.com.
Increased Safety and Accessibility with Front Speed Lock
- Operated from the ground for increased safety.
- Double toggle latch tightly secures the front bow to the bulkhead without cranking.
- Fast, easy, and secure.
- Ensures positive locking and watertight seal.
- Front locks and unlocks while the tarp is locked in the rear.
  (available with speed lever lock configuration)
- Few moving parts require very little maintenance.

Optional DOT-Rated Bulkhead Increases Safety
- Only DOT-rated bulkhead to meet both U.S. Department of Transportation width regulations.
- Sleek, smooth design is aerodynamically designed to reduce drag and increase fuel efficiency.
- 10” wrap for maximum strength.
- Built-in front lock assemblies for maximum loading clearance.
- Polished aluminum front sheet.

Panelized Tarp for Versatile Protection and Custom Look
- Hides aluminum bows for continuous, one-piece look.
- Urethane topcoat available in a variety of colors.
- Ideal for custom painted or digital graphics.
- Less than replacing a full one-piece tarp.

Custom Digital or Vinyl Ink Graphics Available
- Panelized tarp for versatile protection and custom look.
- Urethane topcoat available in a variety of colors.
- Ideal for custom painted or digital graphics.
- Less than replacing a full one-piece tarp.

Wheel and Track System for Ease and Reliability
- Steel wheels glide easily on a stainless steel track insert.
- Smooth opening and closing.
- Sealed bearings require no maintenance.
- Wheels covered by a limited lifetime warranty.
- Patented built-in bump rail protects track from forklifts and other loading hazards.

Now Offering Two Rear Lock Options!
- Speed Lever Lock
  - Operated completely from the ground for increased safety, no climbing on the trailer
  - Single motion release provides fast operation
  - No cumbersome ratchet posts or frame assemblies to remove or store
  - Screw drive allows system to be locked for optimal tarp tension; no secondary adjustment is required
  - Winch bar adapter included, no special tool required
  - Can be operated from the inside or outside
  - System can be unlocked from the front without first releasing lock tension at rear

- Tension Crank Lock
  - All lock components travel with the rear bow assembly, allowing for full loading width at the rear.
  - No cumbersome ratchet posts or frame assemblies to remove.
  - Screw drive allows system to be locked for optimal tarp tension; no secondary adjustment is required
  - Winch bar adapter included, no special tool required
  - Can be operated from the inside or outside
  - System can be unlocked from the front without first releasing lock tension at rear

Maximum Durability and Clearance with Uplift Bows
- Steel wheels glide easily on a stainless steel track insert.
- Smooth opening and closing.
- Sealed bearings require no maintenance.
- Wheels covered by a limited lifetime warranty.
- Patented built-in bump rail protects track from forklifts and other loading hazards.
- Reduces tarp sag to maximize inside loading clearance.
- Choose from double, quad, or quint uplift bows.
- Patented spring shocks on uplift bows reduce vibrations from road conditions and maximize tarp life.
- Less wear and tear on tarp.
- Virtually maintenance-free, no replacing hardware.

Increased Safety and Accessibility with Front Speed Lock
- Operated from the ground for increased safety.
- Double toggle latch tightly secures the front bow to the bulkhead without cranking.
- Fast, easy, and secure.
- Ensures positive locking and watertight seal.
- Front locks and unlocks while the tarp is locked in the rear.
  (available with speed lever lock configuration)
- Few moving parts require very little maintenance.
Tough Enough to Store Your Stuff.

They stand tough to the harshest road environments and they still look great! For whatever you need to protect, you’ll find an Aero box that’s more than up to the job—or let us custom design a box to meet your exact needs.

Standard Underbody Boxes

- Most models are robotically welded for strength and consistency.
- Inset rubber door seals keep the weather out.
- Radius corner eliminates broken seals.
- Special hinge design hides flanges for a professional look.
- Full length stainless steel hinges for better strength and security.
- Constructed of high-quality stainless steel, Aero T-handle locks are the toughest in the industry.

Built to Protect

Aero® WeatherTough Boxes mount underneath the bed of your trailer and stand tough when exposed to harsh environmental elements. Whether it’s snow, ice, hail or simply extremely cold temperatures, this box offers durable and secure storage. The cam lock mechanism offers the ability to use your own padlock, offering an extra layer of security.

Extreme Weather Boxes

- Full line of underbody, step, saddle, and tractor boxes.
- Built-in hasp allows for use of personal padlock for additional security.
- Locking hardware constructed of high-quality stainless steel that won’t corrode and seize up.

Box Specifications

**Standard Underbody Boxes**

- Door options:
  - Single door
  - Double door
- Door material options:
  - Polished aluminum (standard)
  - Treadbrite aluminum
  - Mill aluminum
  - Polished stainless steel
- Material type:
  - 1/8” aluminum
- Standard box lengths:
  - 24”, 36”, 48”, 60”

**Extreme Weather Boxes**

- Door finish:
  - Polished aluminum
  - 14 GA stainless steel
- Material type:
  - 1/8” or 3/16” aluminum
- Standard box lengths:
  - 24”, 36”, 48”, 60”

**Box Bracket Options**

- Triangle Bracket: Heavy-duty bracket that connects to the center frame.
- Combo Bracket: Universal design that clamps to the center frame and can hold one or two boxes.
- “L” Bracket: Connects to cross-members of the trailer’s frame.

To learn more about Aero’s tool and storage boxes, visit [www.aeroindustries.com](http://www.aeroindustries.com).
Options to Fit the Way You Work.

EasyCover®, Aero’s attractive front-to-back tarp system, is the perfect compliment for your truck or trailer. It features the strongest springs and arms in the industry for consistent quality performance and unsurpassed durability. Engineered to industry-leading standards to make this the most reliable and easy-to-use system, available in electric and manual models.

Strong and Versatile Features

Spring Options

**Series Spring**
- Enough torque in the covered position to keep the arms from lifting and bouncing.
- Designed for optimal tension on the tailgate in the high mount position.
- This spring system can be mounted high or low on the dump body.
- Two sets of springs work together in series to double the range of motion from 140° to 280°.

**PowerPack Sidemount Spring**
- Industry’s strongest side-mount spring (patented double helix).
- Housing provides protection from the elements and is easily installed, with no welding required.
- Universal design eliminates need for left and right spring.
- Ideal for dump truck and trailer bodies up to 28’.

**Undermount/Underbody Spring**
- Industry’s best undermount spring.
- Quick and easy to install, with no welding required.
- All components are plated or powder coated.
- Ideal for dump truck and trailer bodies up to 40’.

**5-Spring mount**
- Industry’s strongest spring.
- Ideal for limited mounting space, with no welding required.
- Ideal for trailer bodies 34-38’ in length.

**10-Spring mount**
- Utilizes Aero’s patented double helix spring.
- Easy to install or replace.
- Provides optimal strength and power.
- Ideal for longer trailers up to 53’.
Aluminum or Steel Arms for Strength and Durability
- Shape of the arm extrusion makes our arms the strongest, yet lightest-weight, aluminum arms in the industry.
- Unbreakable with normal use. (See our testing video at aeroindustries.com)
- Polished aluminum arms and steel arms available.
- Both aluminum and steel arms are easy to install and adjustable to fit nearly any size dump body.

The Industry’s Most Reliable Electric Motor
- Proven motor design.
- Motors backed by 3-year warranty.
- Chrome cover.

Adjustable Wind Deflector
- No cutting or drilling required.
- One-piece adjustable deflector.
- Reduces drag.
- Extends tarp life.

The Industry’s Best Manual Crank Means Smooth, Easy Use
- Smooth, one-handed operation.
- Operates from the ground.
- Positive locking ratchet and pawl.
- Works in conjunction with friction brake to ensure safety and ease of operation.
- Available on select EasyCover® models.

Tarp Housing Designed for Your Trailer
- Pre-assembled tarp housing ideal for all trailers even with radius or diagonal front corners.
- Aerodynamic design.
- No welding.
- Reduces drag.
- Extends tarp life.

Tarp Types and Colors
- Available in asphalt grade or mesh material.
- Two standard widths 7’ or 9’.
- Custom tarps and colors are available at an additional cost.

Strong and Versatile Features

To learn more about Aero’s Easy Cover and watch videos of it in action, visit www.aeroindustries.com.
More Torque, More Strength — a Tarp System with a Kick.

This second generation product combines the simple design of the original SideKick® system with innovative components that provide more strength, less pressure and more torque during operation.

★ Lightweight Design
Tarp system won’t add unnecessary weight, keeping drag reduced.

★ Strongest Roll Tube on the Market
The SideKick 2 will withstand normal wear and tear better than our competitors’ products.

★ Designed for Easier Installation
Adding the system to your trailer is a cinch, requiring minimal downtime.

★ Increased Torque During Operation
Your load is covered more quickly.

★ New Design Provides a Tighter Seal
Against the top-side-rail providing more clearance for easier dumping.

★ Compression Spring
Spring provides greater lift for larger loading.

★ Pivot Box
Reduced tension on swing-arm.
Features u-groove rollers.
Rollers are extended over a larger area.

★ Drive Box
Increases roll tube torque by 60%.
Eliminates pressure on motor shaft.
Roll tube is supported by 2 roller bearings.
Increases clearance between the tube and the chassis.

★ Torsion Spring
Robust design.
Longer lifespan.
Increases torque on the tarp.
Smooth operation.

To learn more about Aero’s SideKick 2 and watch videos of it in action, visit www.aeroindustries.com.
Engineered to Keep You Rolling.

Now tarping a dump is no trouble at all! With the Crank-N-Go® 3 tarping system from Aero® Industries, you’re covered in seconds—with no climbing, no ropes to tie down, no hassles. We’ve made significant improvements to our new Crank-N-Go® 3 tarp system.

Crank-N-Go® 3 is available in both electric and manual versions. So either flip the switch or turn the crank, and the tarp and bows slide forward or backward over your load. It’s that simple!

- **Aluminum Front Assembly**
  - Strong, attractive, lightweight design.
  - Bearings, bearing blocks and drive axle are all enclosed in a polished aluminum housing.
  - Rear of the housing is slotted to allow the mounting bolts to be positioned easily.

- **Anti-Lift**
  - Fixed cable constantly holds down tarp to enhance security and wind-resistance—continuous anti-lift, regardless of where tarp is positioned.
  - Bow ends glide easily along a stationary cable, eliminating the need for industry standard anti-lifts.
  - Anti-lift and anti-shift built into every bow end.

- **Bows & Removable Bow Ends**
  - Bows constructed of heavy-duty 1” steel tubing.
  - 12” bow rise standard.
  - Molded heavy-duty bow ends glide along top rail, creating less friction, and reducing cable wear.
  - Removable bow ends make bow and tarp replacement simple, no need to remove cables.

- **Anti-Shift**
  - Bow ends designed to stop bows from shifting side-to-side allowing for smooth operation without binding.

- **Rear Power Bow**
  - Reinforced double rear bow adds extra strength and durability to help withstand contact with loads.
  - Integrated cable clamps add to clean design allowing for easy installation.

- **Rear Idlers**
  - Heavy-duty construction allows for greater durability.
  - Cable tensioning bolt is positioned at the front, creating less interference when opening tailgate in a barn door application.
  - Side-to-side adjustable to allow for easy alignment with front drive pulleys.

To learn more about Aero’s Crank-N-Go® 3 tarp system, visit www.aeroindustries.com.
Slick & Tough for a Smooth Delivery.

Aero® Industries is proud to introduce the LavaSlide™ high-temperature asphalt liner and the LandSlide™ heavy-duty liner. These UHMW liners are field-tested and manufactured in partnership with global plastics leader Polymer Industries.

**Heavy-duty Liners for the Toughest Jobs in the Toughest Weather**

- Made from ultra-high molecular weight (UHMW) polyethylene.
- Can be manufactured with thicknesses ranging from \( \frac{1}{4} \)" to \( \frac{1}{2} \)" and widths up to 16'.
- Five-year limited warranty against manufacturer defects.
- 3-5 times more resistant to wear when compared to HMW liners.
- Withstands a wide temperature range.
- Properties of liner help reduce freezing in cold weather.
- UV protection helps prevent sun damage.
- Excellent sliding surface suitable for most materials, excluding asphalt.

**High-temperature Liners Excel for Tough High-temperature Loads**

- Made from virgin ultra-high molecular weight (UHMW) polyethylene.
- Can be manufactured with thicknesses ranging from \( \frac{1}{4} \)" to \( \frac{1}{2} \)" and widths up to 16'.
- Limited lifetime warranty.
- Our most durable and protective liner features our best sliding surface, perfect for hauling hot asphalt and other high-temperature materials.
- Prevents material build up and provides an excellent sliding surface.
- Properties of liner help reduce freezing in cold weather.
- UV protection helps prevent sun damage.
- 3-5 times more resistant to wear when compared to HMW liners.

To learn more about Aero’s Liner Systems and watch videos of them in action, visit www.aeroindustries.com.
Quick and Secure to Keep Your Load Covered.

In a matter of minutes your trailer can be completely covered by Aero’s manual side-to-side tarp system, the Kwik-Lock. Just unfasten the flex crank to smoothly roll the tarp across your trailer.

Manual Model

1. **Return Cord**
   - Bungee cord maintains tension at the front while the operator cranks from the rear, allowing a consistent and tight roll.

2. **Flex Crank Mount**
   - Retainers hold crank firmly against side of trailer in the open and closed position.

PowerLock® Ease and Reliability

PowerLock® Ease and Reliability

Cover Your Load with the Flip of a Switch.

Aero’s PowerLock allows you to cover and uncover your load from the comfort of your cab.

Electric Model

1. **Front spring assembly**
2. **High torque PowerPro**
3. **120-1 motor with cover**

Buy the Kit and Retrofit!

The Aero Electric Conversion Kit can transform a Kwik-Lock into a PowerLock in a few simple steps (rear cap required). Installation is quick and easy with our step-by-step instructions. The kit includes everything you need, all shipped in a single box. To find out more, call us today! Save yourself time and energy, all with the flip of a switch!

- **Pigtail Cord**
- **Rocker Switch**
- **Hardware Pack**
- **Mounting Brackets**
Bow Options

- Steel or Aluminum Bows
  - Bows provide strong support for the tarp.
  - Standard bow spacing is on 4’ centers.

- Fiberglass Bows
  - Fiberglass material flexes to limit damage to the bow while loading the trailer.
  - Standard bow spacing is on 4’ centers.

Rear Options

- Rear Cap
  - Cap provides a tight seal when the tarp is in the closed position.
  - Rear cap is separate from the roll tarp.
  - Available in fabric or aluminum.

- Split Rear Tail
  - Rear tail is attached to the roll tarp.
  - Tail rolls out of the way, providing full access for loading.

Easy Off Roll Stops

- No tools are required to remove and reinstall the tarp.

Tarp Options

- Standard is 22 oz vinyl.
- Also available in standard mesh or heavy-duty monster mesh.

To learn more about Aero’s PowerLock and Kwik-Lock and watch videos of them in action, visit www.aeroindustries.com.
Stay Clear from Grain Dust and Make Operation Easy with a Reliable Hopper Door.

This electric over hydraulic pump system produces more torque than an electric model and provides an easier operation.

Kwik-Trap Features
- Pre-assembled design makes for easy installation. Simply mount, plug, and go!
- System mounts without disturbing existing manual crank.
- Easy bypass system to manually operate hopper.
- Limit Switch
  - Provides protection to the door.
- Remote Control Design
  - One remote offers you the ability to power your entire system: the tarp system, up to two hopper doors, and an optional lighting kit.
- Weather Resistant Aluminum Box
  - Houses hydraulic pump under trailer for year-round protection.
  - Pre-wired plugs for easy install.
  - No wet kit needed.
  - Custom built hydraulic pump.
  - Custom 4-valve manifold.
- 2 Hand Valves
  - A simple hand阀 allows the system to go from hydraulic back to manual power.
- Optional Lighting
  - For ease on night unloading.
- Limit Switch
  - Provides protection to the door.
- Remote Control Design
  - One remote offers you the ability to power your entire system: the tarp system, up to two hopper doors, and an optional lighting kit.

Quick and Secure to Keep Your Grain Dry.
- Made from American-made vinyl tarp material.
- Durable aluminum front and rear end caps provide a weather tight seal.
- Aluminum latch plate securely locks the tarp in place without the use of straps, cables, or tie-downs.
- Flat or arched caps available.

Cover Your Trailer with the Flip of a Switch.
- Works on the Aero® Kwik-Lock™ and other major brands of roll tarps including Sur-Loc®.
- Front and rear arm spring tension for superior performance in windy conditions.
- Operates with cab-mounted switch or with optional remote.
- The unique roller series stabilizes the front and rear arms.
- The housing shields all drive components from the elements to ensure consistent, lasting performance.

To learn more about Aero's Agriculture products and watch videos of them in action, visit www.aeroindustries.com.
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